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PRESS RELEASE 
 

(approx. 50 characters per line) 

 

MTG AG and Securosys SA forge a strategic alliance for 

innovative digital security 

 

 

Darmstadt (Germany)/Zurich (Switzerland), 21 March 2024 – 

MTG AG, a leading company in the field of encryption 

technologies, and Securosys SA, a renowned provider of 

cybersecurity solutions, today announced the signing of a 

strategic partnership. This collaboration marks a significant 

step towards fortifying the security landscape and promoting 

visionary solutions. 

 

Innovation and expertise for a secure, interconnected world 

 

Combining MTG AG's extensive expertise in developing and 

implementing security infrastructures with Securosys SA's 

pioneering Hardware Security Module (HSM) technology, the 

partnership promises innovative solutions tailored to the 

complexities and challenges of today's interconnected world. 

 

MTG Enterprise Resource Security solutions (ERS®) streamline 

and centralize cryptographic key and identity management across 

the entire lifecycle. Their innovative product range includes 

certificate lifecycle management, public key infrastructures and 

key management systems, offering a range of implementation 

options, including cloud, managed, and on-premises solutions, to 

meet the specific requirements of customers. 
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The collaboration with Securosys SA opens new opportunities for 

MTG AG to deliver comprehensive security strategies to clients. 

Securosys’ leadership in developing state-of-the-art hardware 

security modules (HSM) that can be deployed both on-premises 

and in the cloud, complements MTG’s offerings seamlessly. 

Securosys recently unveiled its latest HSM device, boasting 

impressive performance and hybrid signature capabilities while 

maintaining the same throughput. The combination of Securosys’ 

HSM technology and MTG's comprehensive encryption and 

identity management provides companies with a reliable solution 

for securing their sensitive data. 

 

"The partnership with Securosys SA offers our customers state-of-

the-art technologies that meet their evolving IT security 

requirements," says Jürgen Ruf, CEO of MTG AG. 

 

For Securosys, the collaboration with MTG signifies an 

opportunity to broaden the accessibility of their HSM technology 

to a broader market. "We are thrilled to expand our partner 

network with such a capable partner as MTG," comments Robert 

Rogenmoser, CEO of Securosys SA.  

 

The strategic partnership between MTG AG and Securosys SA 

signals a commitment to setting new benchmarks in cybersecurity 

and delivering sustainable value for their customers. 

 

For more information about MTG AG and Securosys SA and their 

forward-thinking security solutions, please visit the companies' 

websites at www.mtg.de/en/ and www.securosys.com/en/. 
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About MTG AG 
MTG AG is a leading provider of sophisticated encryption technologies 
"Made in Germany". We simplify and centralize the management of 
cryptographic keys and identities in enterprises and the public sector. 
With MTG ERS, we ensure the industry-specific implementation and 
simple integration of a complete Key Management Lifecycle in selected 
company processes. The MTG ERS product offering includes Certificate 
Lifecycle Management (CLM), Public Key Infrastructures (PKI), Key 
Management Systems (KMS) and the integration of Hardware Security 
Modules (HSM). Cloud, managed and on-premise solutions are offered. 
 
About Securosys SA 
Securosys SA, based in Zurich, is a global leader in cybersecurity, 
encryption and digital identity protection, prioritizing data sovereignty. 
Their Swiss-built Hardware Security Modules (HSM) secure financial 
markets, serving over half of the Tier 1 banks worldwide. Certified to the 
highest standards, their on-premises and cloud HSM solutions offer 
secure key generation, encryption, and digital signing for finance, 
healthcare, government and other industries. 
 
Contact: 
 
 MTG AG 
 Emilie Budde 
 Dolivostr. 11, 64293 Darmstadt 
 Phone: +49 6151 8000-0 
 E-Mail: presse@mtg.de 
 Internet: www.mtg.de/en 
 
 Securosys SA 
 Martina Alig 
 Max-Högger-Strasse 2, 8048 Zürich, Schweiz 
 Phone: +41 44 552 31 00 
 E-Mail: martina.alig@securosys.ch 
 Internet: www.securosys.com/en 


